New concepts of biobanks--strategic chance for uro-oncology.
Cancer, as well as other common diseases, is a complex condition that not only causes a major threat to human health, but also represents a huge burden to society in terms of healthcare cost and loss of economic productivity. Treatment improvements remain elusive, since the causes of cancer are due to a huge number of small and possibly additive effects arising from genetic susceptibility, lifestyle, and environmental conditions. Thus, progress in translational cancer research investigating these changes and their complex interaction is highly dependent on large series of cases (affected and unaffected individuals) including high quality samples and their associated data. Therefore, large and well-organized biobanks have been established, are underway, or are planned in many countries and institutions. The integration of these resources with powerful molecular and "omics" approaches, integrated bioinformatic tools hold the promise to further advance our knowledge of disease development, thus leading to better prevention and treatment strategies. However, these valuable and irreplaceable collections typically suffer from underutilization, due to fragmentation of the collections and their accessibility, lack of common management strategies, including consensus on standard operating procedures, unique policies of utilization, and distribution as well as missing input on a broad basis reflecting research needs on an interdisciplinary, multi-institutional fashion beyond project-driven interest. The uro-oncologic community has not yet contributed to these efforts to its full potential, and broad knowledge on the contemporary developments in the field of biobanking and input into these efforts are still missing. This review presents an overview on biobanking and may serve as an update to be integrated into future discussions on managing biobanks involving uro-oncology. It is based on the discussions at the last meeting of the International Bladder Cancer Network in Barcelona (Spain) in fall 2008 and has been also largely influenced by the works and discussions of the Marble Arch International Working Group on Biobanking for Biomedical Research.